Multinomial phase II cancer trials incorporating response and early progression.
The objective of a phase II clinical trial in oncology is to assess the antitumor activity of a specific treatment regimen. A multiple-testing procedure is commonly used to decide whether the experimental treatment warrants further investigation based on patients' tumor response. There are ethical concerns about exposing patients to a new drug when the response rate is low and a relatively large number of patients have early progressive disease. Ensign et al. (1) proposed a stopping rule that rejects a drug early when there is a long run of early treatment failures. However, this approach may not be sensitive to pick up early progressors mixed with other nonresponders. In this paper, we present a multiple-stage stopping rule for a single-arm trial of an experimental treatment in which both tumor response and early progression are considered simultaneously. We use a multinomial model to accommodate an outcome of discrete multivariate responses in order to improve the efficiency of the stopping rule. The proposed multiple-testing procedure requires that both the numbers of responses and early progressions fall within the boundaries satisfying the stopping criteria in order to stop the study. Simulation is performed to validate these results and to compare them with other commonly used designs. Other applications of this method are also discussed.